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The Unicorn Vol V #4 
Box 8814  Minneapolis, Minnesota  55408  871-7287 
A Publication of the Rowan Tree  Eostara 1982 ce 
 
Happy Horn Blessings! 
Leaping Unicorns, do we have a lot to do this spring, for this has been a winter long-etched in 
human memory! This is the first year that i got snowed in here in Minneapolis, and you know 
how i love to travel. I’m getting itchy, and soon I'll be off, first to New York , then south to 
Texas… Paul is busy typing this new book, and the sound reminds me of Unihooves a-tapping 
on the highways of time! 
This year's Eostara will be celebrated by a large circle- gathering to be held in the woodlands of 
Neu Gracln, and the newest Unicorn hatching will sit upon a piece of shell in the circle’s centre, 
as we dance around and sing and neigh praises to the Mother EArth…. We shall wear flowers in 
our manes- particularly tulips and hyacinth and crocus… then when the magick is at its most 
pure, we will each grab magick with our horns and take it out into the world to awaken the bees, 
the flowers, the grasses and trees, and especially the human hearts to the surge of spring and 
the season of birth. 
When we have completed the carrying of joy out into the world, we shall return to the circle, and 
sing in joy at our work. The hatchling, having waited all this time, will then sing out the heavens, 
and the mother of all will descend to nurture all newborn creatures and bless our work.  
Then we shall prepare for Beltane! And you know, this will be a most lusty May in 1982!  
Love and Unikisses  
Andrius  
 
Notes from an Herbal 
In the research for my forthcoming herbal, I have found a wealth of mythological associations for 
herbs. This column will give them in abbreviated version for your reference… 
Aconite- Hecate, Medea 
Almond- Artemis, Hecate, Zeus, Phyllis 
Angelica- Michael 
Apple- Aphrodite 
Basil- Krishna, Vishnu  
Bay- Apollo  
Benzoin- Mut 
Birch- Thor 
Blessed Thistle- Pan Priapus 
Broom- Blodewedd 
Cedar- Wotan 
Centaury- Chiron 
Chamomile- Karnayna 
Chaste Tree- Ceres 
Cornflower- Flora  
Cowslip- Freya  
Daisies- Freya, Artemis, Thor  



Elfwort- Helenium 
Eyebright- Euphrosyne 
Flax- Hulda 
Frankincense- Apollo 
Garlic- Ulysses, Hecate  
Horehound - Horus  
Houseleek- Jupiter, Thor  
Iris- Juna, Isis, Hera 
Ivy- Dionysus 
Lotus- Hermes, Isis, Osiris 
 
Broom 
Birch 
(to be continued)  
 
Today we rise 
Through the roof 
Of the blue dream 
Into the swirling sky 
Of the infinite 
Veiled in the shadow 
We are covered  
with the mystery 
Today we are the stars and 
Moon singing one song 
The universe  
The shimmering light 
Dancing in the meadow  
Of evening stars  
We circle the view 
Our silvered roots 
and restless shining 
Branches catch 
The ancient dust  
Of our steps 
As we travel around  
In the gypsys and. . 
Prairie Jackson 1980  
 
 
 
 
We shall not cease from exploration  
And the end of all our exploring 



Will be to arrive where we started 
And to know the place for the first time. 
T. S. Eliot 
(Thank you George for bringing this to our attention to share with everyone.) 
 
A Story-- -- by Sil 
There once was a very serious boy who lived in a land of unhappy restrictions. The land was 
called Sin, because its inhabitants lived in a manner which continually hurt their environ.   
Now this boy was very curious, and as he looked around him he saw the upset in the balance of 
his world caused by his fellow Sinnites. He saw how this upset caused a great deal of negative 
energies to float around his world, wreaking havoc wherever they went. He could not 
understand how his fellow Sinnities would allow this to happen, nor did he think they even knew 
how to cure the problem.  
He asked his father, “Dad, why do people hurt the Earth and each other so? Why must we 
pollute and kill in order to advance civilization?”  
His father, a very we-to-do Sinnite, replied, “My dear boy, this is how one gets ahead in the 
world! The Earth is boundless, full of resources we can exploit to our advantage… so we can 
get ahead. Don’t you want to be rich like your father?” 
The boy went away saddened. He asked his mother the same question, and she replied to him 
that it is God’s will that Sinnites conquer and explore the earth, and all that in it is.  
It seemed that everywhere the poor boy turned he was being told how noble a thing it is to use 
high- phosphate Sudso, or how to relate with people, how not to act and how wonderful it is to 
be in a company that makes warfare its business. 
Indeed the boy was very sad. 
One day he went walking through a forest near his house. Ahead of him he heard the baying of 
dogs coming toward him. Then a deer bolted out of the woods, eyes wide, and ran past him. 
Running immediately behind were three rust coloured dogs hot in their pursuit. 
The boy marvelled at the sight but continued walking on. Then he heard his name called. 
“Who’s that!” cried he. 
“Over here,” came the voice. “Hear me.” 
The boy looked and looked but saw no body from which such a pleasant voice could have 
emerged. Puzzled he was. 
“Who are you? Where are you?” 
“Here,” came the voice. “I’m the willow tree.” 
“The willow tree?” And the hurriedly scurried down the bank to the stream where the graceful 
willow draped her branches down around her to touch the earth. 
(continued next issue) 
 
Positive Magic- Marion Weinstein 
Phoenix Publishing Co. 
283 pages, paperback 
How joyful to report that Marion’s book is even better than before. Reviewing a revised edition 
creates a tendency to compare it to the first edition, but I will keep those comments brief. The 
publishing is far superior - Phoenix Publishing has produced a beautiful volume easy to read 



and most pleasing to look at. There is much thought in the changes, and this volume is worth 
reading, even if one read the first edition. 
The Positive Magic now available belongs on every shelf - it is comprehensive and sensible for 
beginners and adepts. The forward by Colin Wilson is interesting and forthright; the bulk of the 
book is Marion’s text. This book discusses magick in a most straightforward fashion and is of 
the nature that bear periodical re-reading, for it will give you insights and expanded vision, and 
the sections on astrology, tarot, and the I Ching are excellent for all students and teachers. 
This is an excellent book for those friends we know who are curious or who have difficulty in 
understanding just what we might believe and why we do what we do; for teachers who need a 
breath of freshness in their material; for all in between.  
Highly recommended, we are so pleased to see Marion’s book again available, and magickally 
transformed in the process 
Announcements  
Prodea (“for the Goddess”), a non-profit corporation in the state of Minnesota, wishes to 
commision a life-sized statue of the goddess, probably in wood, as their temple’s central icon. If 
you are a sculptor, or know someone who is please contact us for further info. 
Blessed Be. 
 
Prodea 
3304 Clinton Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55408 
 
Songs for the May, being taught by Steve and Kay, from Prodea at Evenstar Bookstore, April 
24, 11-1pm, Cost is $6.00  
 
We’ve Moved !! 
Evenstar Bookstore is now located at 2035 Riverside in Minneapolis 
Come join us for free refreshments and plenty of bluegrass music during our open house on 
March 21st. 
Some of the classes to be given at Evenstan in the future include: 
Psychic discovery- Adventures and Answers, by Paul Beyerl. Five sessions beginning March 22 
at 7:00. $50. 
Three classes in Tarot, all held on Tuesday evenings from 7-9pm, taught by Loui Pieper and 
Nell Morningstar. For sessions, beginning March 23rd, the minor Arcana will be the major 
Arcana ($20). For six sessions starting April 20th, the subject will be the Major Arcana ($30). 
The third class, Tarot Reading, will take four sessions, beginning June 8th ($20). There is a $10 
discount for those who take all three. 
Margie Ampé will teach a class in Herbal Awareness beginning April 26 for six sessions. This 
class will include an herb walk. They last from 7-9pm. ($20). 
Beginning March 24, for six sessions on Wednesdays from 7-9pm, Chris Alexander and Nell 
Morningstar will teach a class in Journal Writing. ($25) 
Nell will also teach a class in Vegetarian Cookery. These classes will begin on May 7th, for five 
sessions, lasting from 5-7:30 pm. ($25) 
Happy spring to all of you from all us here at Evenstar Bookstore, 332-4739. 



 
The program for the sixth annual Pan-Pagan Festival is now in the planning stage. The site is 
not yet determined however, a place in No. Illinois or Indiana seems likely. If you're interested, 
contact Dick and Janell Clark, 1519 Kenilworth, Calumet City, IL 60409. 
 
The Texas Council of Covenant of Goddess held its first General meeting in February. Plans are 
in process for future events. Interested Texas covens should write to Andromeda, P.O. Box 
45061, Dallas Tx 75245. 
 
Now the snow has gone and folks can get out to travel, why not travel to Egypt. Holistic Life 
Travels has an interesting group of people who lead journeys of transformation in Egypt. Write 
them at: 1627 - 10th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122 or call 415-665-7577 
 
Circle, Box 9013, Madison, WI 53715 has several events coming up: 
The 1982 national Pagan Spirit Gathering on June 20-26 in Wisconsin, a pre-gathering open 
house will be held at Circle Farm June 18 and 19. 
A magickal Pagan weekend will be held April 3 and 4 in Eugene, Oregon, contact Stephanie 
Fox, 2345 Patterson #21, Eugene OR, 97405 
On April 24 and 25, Selena and Jim will present a magickal healing weekend in Cleveland, OH. 
contact the Chameleon Club, Box 174, Perry, OH, 44081 
 
A new Unicorn has come on the scene, she is helping Geraldine Morse and Virginia Carter run 
a new store called: The Chrystal Unicorn, 60450. Oxford, Tacoma, WA 98465 
 
Contacts  
Bonnie and Albion Guppy would like to get in touch with some folk who practice the Georgian or 
American Celtic Traditions. If you’d like to write, send your letters to them at 3217 Campus N.E., 
Albuquerque, NM 87106. 
 
Thanks to Alex for making this issue bloom so nicely. B.B. Judyth  
The Unicorn began Yule 1977, and is a newsletter dedicated to sharing the good news of our 
Craft and Pagan friends It is a Rowan Tree publication, with 8 giant issues to coincide with the 
Sabbats. 
 
Judyth Bartlett, Editor 
Andrius - Resident Unicorn 
 
 
Name 
Mailing Address 
All work copyright the Rowan Tree. Ms Jackson copyright her work 
 
Enclosed is my hard-earned money for the following: 
$8.00 - a one-year subscription to the Unicorn (3 issues) 



$10.00 - not only The Unicorn, but also the Extra Pages for gays and lesbians 
$7.00 - The Holy books of the Devas (Vol. 1) an herbal for the Aquarian Age 
$5.00 - Andrius Colouring Book of Numbers - numerology and mythology 
$5.00 - A Child’s Wish Book - a book of delight for little people 
Enclosed is a S.A.S.E. Please send a copy of your catalogue 
Total enclosed is … make checks and money orders payable to The Rowan Tree 
 
I wish to maintain secrecy 
I am interested in making contact with others 
You may mention my name in The Unicorn 
You may give my address, also 
I love Unicorns’ and Nice Pagans 
$12.00 US Currency outside of U.S. and Canada 
Please mail to: The Rowan Tree. Box 8814, Minneapolis, Minnesota  55408 
 
The Unicorn Provides These Extra Pages to aid communication between Gay and Lesbian 
Pagans 
 
We received a pretty good return on the survey. Thank you for all your wonderful suggestions 
and support. Everyone wishes to see the extra pages continue, but with some changes. 
Most of you felt the E.P. had personal significance. However, in the past, they have been 
primarily male gay, oriented. It was interesting that a woman wrote they have become more 
significant and a man wrote they have been less significant lately. For this reason I hope to have 
a man be co-editor with me (in the near future). 
One person felt the E.P. Served a function for the male gay community but not the lesbian. I 
hope to change this in the forthcoming issues, with the help of all my sisters out there.   
As for the reasons many of you do not contribute the main reasons are: 
“My writing isn’t up to par.” and “I’m not experienced enough politically spirituality.” some other 
prevalent reasons were not enough contact with gay lesbian communities and perceived 
diffence in lifestyle from the gay lesbian “norm”.  A couple people said they were bi-sexual and 
not comforable writing about their experiences.  
The most popular items in the E.P.’s is correspondence followed by a forum. These two items 
go  hand-in-hand. I would like to see this be a free, safe place to exchange ideas. I also have 
many problems in contributing, and for the same reasons many of you quoted. However, a free 
exchange of ideas and information requires no perfection from anyone! 
 
Now what kind of information do people wish to exchange? Briefly, there were requests for 
discussions of: Shamanism, magickal struggle with the patriarchy, family problems, rituals, 
roles, in ritual which have been most effective, problems with the gay straight combinations in 
certain rituals, humor (was aunt Panda a good start?), stories more info for lesbians not strictly 
feminist, relationship between being gay and Pagan and gay vision.  
 
Also in response to the survey I received some correspondence which I will share with you now. 
 



Fom Savanna Moon, Cresent Moon: 
“Greetings to all my kin; Fairie brothers and Amazon sisters. “When did we last donate together; 
When did we last dance together; When shall we again?” I live in N. Carolina Exist in the Fairie 
Circle, and struggle to maintain and manifest a faggot spirit vision in my daily and yearly life. My 
practice is guided imagery, color, oils, candles, sex, and gardening. Bears make more bears, 
owls hatch little owls, and humpback whales breed true with humpback whale-lets; how then are 
we here? Our nuclear breeding units expected us to be hetero’s, molding and deceiving us until 
restrained no more, our faggot dyke fairie and queer selves busted forth. Tiny droplets merging 
imperfectly into the twin waters of gay and lesbian liberation. How much can this be? I’ll share 
my share of the vision, maybe it’ll fit for you. 
“Just as our Lady of Light, produces mutants of form to increase the manifold beauty of her 
manifestation (and to keep the story interesting), she also produces behavioral mutants. And a 
queer species we are! Some of us, especially folks do have children, some by choice; others do 
not. Where then goes the energy that adults with young expand if no young exist? What do you 
do with that urging, inherent in any species, to continue/nurture your kind? Traditional queers 
often are found in vocations which channel this energy; Queer teachers (gym teachers 
notwithstanding) adn artists. Sublimation say some. Pashaw! Sez I! We exist thus for a reason. 
We are awakening now for a reason, just as Paganism is awakening now for a reason. The 
great mother-form Gaia calls us, her unnatural children, to seek life, to struggle with patriarchy, 
to cleanse our planet and our hearts of the dis ease which threatens life. May this struggle be 
one of love, dear vision, joy and celebration! I’d like to hear responses…”  


